NEW AIRBUS CUSTOMER - SKY EXPRESS ORDERS
FOUR A320NEO
News / Airlines, Manufacturer

Athens-based airline, SKY express, has placed a firm order for four A320neo aircraft,
becoming a new Airbus customer. In addition, the Greek airline recently leased two
A320neos from ACG Aviation Capital Group and on that occasion joined the global list of
430 Airbus operators. The airline has selected CFM-International’s Leap-1A engines to
power its aircraft.
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The ?wner of SKY express and Head of IOGR Group of Companies, Mr. Ioannis Grylos,
said: “Our cooperation with Airbus, through the acquisition of six brand new ?320neo
aircrafts, meets our ambition to modernize our fleet and have our company transition to a
new era. The combination of the most advanced technology along with the fuel efficiency
that this type of aircraft offers, are elements that perfectly match the business planning of
SKY express for a contemporary fleet that respects the environment and offers safe and
quality services to its passengers.”
“It is good news that SKY express has chosen the A320neo to expand its operations and
destinations to an international European network. This is a bold step for the development
of the airline and we are proud to contribute to that with the A320neo allowing for the best
performance in terms of fuel burn, carbon emissions and noise as well as featuring a
benchmark cabin,” said Airbus Chief Commercial Officer Christian Scherer.
Featuring the widest single-aisle cabin in the sky, the A320neo Family incorporates the
latest technologies, including new generation engines and Sharklets, which together
deliver 20 per cent reduced fuel burn as well as 50 percent less noise compared to previous
generation aircraft.
At the end of September 2020, the A320neo Family had received 7,450 firm orders from over
110 customers worldwide.
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